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The Art Of Falling
Greg Holden

Hey girls and boys hehe :) hope you enjoy playing this song, its pretty freakin 

and blablabla. Anyways if you haven t purchased this song on iTunes Store or
whatever just the 
link below and play along to that one! Take care

EDIT: Im not a hundred percent sure of the chordnames so look at this:

   C   E7 Am7 Gadd11  Csus4
e|-0---0---0----------------|
B|-1---0---1-----1------1---|
G|-0---1---0-----0------0---|
D|-2---0---2-----0------3---|
A|-3---2---0-----2------3---|
E|-----0---------3----------|

ARTIST: Greg Holden
SONG: The Art of Falling
WEBSITE: Http://www.gregholdenonline.com/
TUNING: Standard
CAPO: 5th Fret
YOUTUBE: http://se.youtube.com/watch?v=6tWzkC563Rs&fmt=18
TAB BY: Karl, sweden

C
Lost, confused, unseen and used
E7                       Am7
Dangerously fighting for nothing to lose
C
My progress is calling, its noticed I m falling
Gadd11
It s time for a change, it s time for a move

      C
And I know that its frightening
    E7
But its also exciting
   Am7
Im taking a risk
       Gadd11
That I know is worth fighting its

C   Csus4 C
Better to make your mistakes



        Gadd11
Than to live without knowing its
C   Csus4 C                         Gadd11
Better to fall on your face than to stay on your feet
   C                    E7
as long long long as you tried

C
Sometimes its hard to think my time here has ended
E7                            Am7
It troubles me to think about who I ve offended
C
But I can t live my life, In the interest of those
Gadd11
Holding me back when I m stood on my toes

C                            E7
But too many times I ve been risking my life
Am7                     Gadd11
Making decisions whilst trying to be nice its

C   Csus4 C
Better to make your mistakes
        Gadd11
Than to live without knowing its
C   Csus4 C                         Gadd11
Better to fall on your face than to stay
                C                  Gadd11
on your feet as long long long, as long long long
   C              Gadd11
as long long long, oohooohooo

C   Csus4 C
Better to make your mistakes
        Gadd11
Than to live without knowing its
C   Csus4 C                         Gadd11
Better to fall on your face than to stay
                C                  Gadd11
on your feet as long long long, as long long long
   C              Gadd11
as long long long...

Thanks, I hope you enjoy it


